Este ensaio discute as questões de interioridade e angústias maternas na peça King Lear de Shakespeare. Aborda também o conceito de significante, baseado nos pressupostos de Lacan. Primeiramente, apresenta os pressupostos de Lacan sobre o significante e a constituição da subjetividade. Depois disso, discute as angústias maternas partindo do trabalho de Janet Adelman (1992). Adelman estuda fantasias maternas baseadas na psicanálise Freudiana, mas nunca menciona os pressupostos de Lacan. Ela não revela os dispositivos mais profundos na interioridade de Lear que são negados e reprimidos, cujas projeções dirigidas e internas sugerem dimensões e disposições escuras do self interior de Lear. Ela só discute fantasias maternas re-imaginado com suas filhas. Para preencher essa lacuna, discuto e analiso as constelações psíquicas que se revelam nos silêncios, não-ditos e não sequituros de seus discursos, que apontam um conjunto de metáforas projetadas além da fase pré-edipiana, experimentada por Gloucester. Essa experiência não será dirigida somente a sua imagem de Edgar, mas ele projeta sua raiva para outros personagens da peça, como Edmond e suas figuras maternas. A experiência de autoindividuação poderia ser associada a uma cadeia de elementos imagéticos e paranóicos, que apontam para a perda da referencialidade, da totalidade e da centralidade da psique e, conseqüentemente, confunde e re-direciona o locus de suas projeções interiores. Segundo Lacan, o inconsciente é algo puramente lógico, em outras palavras, é algo originado do significante. Palavras-Chave: Significante; Interioridade; Fantasias Maternas; Rei Lear de Shakespeare. 
INTRODUCTION
This essay debates the issues of inwardness and maternal anxieties in the play King Lear, by William Shakespeare. It also approaches the signifier, based on Lacan's assumptions. It first presents Lacan's assumptions on the signifier and the constitution of subjetivity. After that, it discusses maternal anxieties based on Janet Adelman's work (1992) . Adelman studies maternal fantasies based on psychoanalytic framework, but she never mentions Lacan's assumptions. She does not reveal the deeper devices in Lear's inwardness are denied and repressed, whose driving and inward projections suggest dark dimensions and dispositions of the inner self. In order to overcome this gap, I will analyse the psychic constellations which are revealed in the silences, non-said, and non-sequiturs of his speeches, which point out a set of metaphors projected beyond the pre-oedipal phased, experienced by Gloucester.
Such experience will not be directed only to his son Edgar image, but he projects his anger to other characters in the play, such as Edmond and his maternal figures. The experience of self individuation could be associated to a chain of imagetic, paranoid elements, which point out the loss of referenciality, wholeness and centrality of the psyche of the self, and consequently confuses him and makes him redirect the locus of his inward projections. According to Lacan, the unconscious is something purely logic, in other words, it is something originated from the signifier.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Lacan's Signifier and Inwardness
In the Mirror Stage essay, Lacan starts from the neurological assumption that human beings are born in a foetus form: the newborn cannot coordinate movements, with instinctive or willful intentions, i. e. he cannot walk, nor cannot keep himself in an erect position. He points out that until six months old the baby expresses himself in a set of spasmodic and joyful reaction in its gestures and movements. Thus, the mirror stage is considered by Lacan as an identification process of a particular sort: the mother's presence is perceived as a continuum of the infant's own body, as if the mother were his own self.
The only thing it identifies is the blissful joint with the breast of the mother. According to Lacan, The joyful assumption of the specular image to this being still plunged in the moving impotency and in the dependence of being breast-fed which is the nestling of the human being in this stage of infants shall seem to us to manifest thus, in an exemplar situation, the symbolic matrix in which the [I] plunges itself in a primordial form, before being objectified in the dialectics of identification with the other and before the language restitutes himself, in the universal, his function of subject (LACAN, 1998, p. 97). This is the functional identification of the alienated image of the self -a 'self' which does not make any distinction between himself and the other (mother), not seeing himself -partially -in the other's image, but literally occupying or canibalising the other, which can only be configured through the imago. This alienated imago is a hallucinatory projection -with the whole range of agressive conotations interwoven into the joyful emotions. This alienation constitutes the foetus' identity, the fantasy of the own body unified with the mother's. He only declines with his acknowledgment of the father's presence: her desire turned towards the hushand or another member of the family occupying the symbolic position of the father limits the blissful fusion with the child, signalling to the child that her image is a limitation (a symbolic castration) which splits the blissful dual union. The child depends on the mother imaginary, suggesting this symbolic separation, which instaured the oedipal triangulation -thus overcoming the false image of the totality of the self: the phagocytising process, through which the foetus-baby wishes to occupy entirely the locus of the imago. This mirror stage is more likely a fortress where the self produces barriers to be isolated. This fortress image could be seen as the id image and construction. 1 However, when the baby first 1 'Correlatively, the formation of the [I] symbolizes dreamingly in fortress-like field, or even a stage, which distributes from the inner arena to its external battlement, to its border of rubbish and swamp, two opposed battle fields where the subject entangles himself seeking for the highest and furthest inner castle, whose form […] symbolizes the es in a surprising way. […] . We see accomplished such structures of fortified work whose metaphor suggests spontaneously, as if it had come out of the very symptoms of the subject to convey the mechanisms of reversal, isolation, double, annulment and displacement of the obsessive neurosis. ' (p. 101 (Lacan, 1998, p. 101) . The recognition of the presence of the father leads to the consequent recognition of selfness and the other. As Lacan points out, 2 'In order to locate it in the mirror stage, let us know first how to read there the paradigm of the very imaginary definition which comes from metonymy: the part by the whole. For we do not omit what our concept involves in the analytic experience of fantasy, those images above-mentioned as partial, the only to deserve the reference of a primeval archaism, which we named as images of the lacerate body, and which are configured by the assertion of the fantasies of the so-called paranoid phase in Klein's phenomenology of experience. ' (p. 74) This development is experienced as a temporal dialectics which projects decisively in history the individual's formation: the mirror stage is a drama whose inner impulse precipitates itself from the insufficiency to an anticipation -and which makes to the subject, got in this allurement of spatial identification, the fantasies which happen since a lacerate image of the body until a form of totality [...] and for the armour finally taken upon himself of an alienated identity, which will mark in its rigid structure all his mental development. Thus, the split of the circle of the Innenwelt to the Umwelt generates the inexhaustible quadrature of the inventorying of the I (LACAN, 1998, p. 100 demonstrating it in a history the fundamental determination which the subject receives from the route of a signifier.' (Lacan, 1998, p. 14) . In that sense, he points out, in Poe's short-story, a rest, which remains in the air, in the atmosphere, which could be called the symbolic signifier of the letter.
The signifier of the letter passes through different points of view in the story: the Queen's, the Minister's, the policemen's, and finally Dupin's.
Thus the automatism of repetition is done by the inter-subjective mode in the story, which is the driving of the signifier through their eyes, their intersubjective repetition. (Lacan, 1998, p. 18) . The nonverbal communication, i. e., the same gestures determines the domain which the discourse repeats and the symptom is repeated. As Lacan points out, 'the indirect language decants the dimension of the language.' (Lacan, 1998, p. 21) . Once the thing is pronounced -the letter -it hovers the story and haunts its characters, it is repeated throughout it. It works as a leitmotif in the story. In that sense he states that
The signifier is the unity by being unique, not being, by nature, but the symbol of an absence.
And it is for that we cannot say of the purloined letter [de la lettre, in French] which, similarly to other objects, it must be or not be somewhere, yet, different from them, it will be and will not be where it be, where it goes (LACAN, 1998, p. 27 The replacement of the signifier determines the subjects in their acts, their destiny, their refusals, their blindness, their successes and their luck, although their inborn gifts and their social position, without taking into account the character or the sex, and which, for good or for evil, will follow the route of the signifier, like guns and luggage, everything which is the origin from the psychological datum (LACAN, 1998, p. 33-34) Lacan also remarks that once the letter is not protested, 'as they pass by its shadow, they turn out to be their reflection. As they possess the letter […] is its meaning which possesses them.' (Lacan, 1998, p. 34) . Thus, the signifier is not constituted by the subject, but on the contrary, it is exactly the signifier which constitutes the subject. Nevertheless, the subject does not see his constitution in the signifier, he just denies it. Thus, blindness turns out to be the concealing element of subjectivity, which just someone as an analyst can show it. As Lacan points out 'Dupin turns to us the face of Medusa of that signifier from which nobody, unless the Queen, could read the reverse'. (Lacan, 1998, p. 44) . 2015, p. 24) . It is in an unimaginable place, where we have to search for the truth. It is in front of our face, it is presented everywhere and nowhere.
As Lacan points out, Dupin's strategy 'was already contained and was easy to be deduced in the title of the tale, according to the very formula, which we have very long submitted to his appreciation, the formula of the intersubjective communication, in which the emissor, as we have said, receives from the receptor its own message in an inverted form'. (Lacan, 1998, p. 45, highlights added) . It is as if when a word is uttered by a character, this word is spread out in all places of the story or the play, constituting then the very signifier which is reproduced in many levels, which we can see in the silences, in the nonsaid, and in the non-sequiturs. In King Lear when Gloucester talks about his wife, Edmund's mother, the absent presence of the symbolic figure of a mother hovers over the play, incrusted in its constellations. It constitutes the play as if this motif were fundamentally and psychically incrusted both in the atmosphere of the play and in the subjective and inter-subjective dimensions of the character; or else, it is an over-determining element of the play, which will be reproduced in Cordelia's absence in the play.
Gloucester and Edmond: Shame and anxiety
The play King Lear starts with the revelation of the division of the Kingdom. Kent and Gloucester discusses very briefly that fact. It is worth noticing the speed of their conversation:
KENT. I thought the king had more affected the Duke of Albany than Cornwall. GLOUCESTER. It did always seem so to us: but now, in the division of the kingdom, it appears not which of the dukes he values most; for equalities are so weighed, that curiosity in neither can make choice of either's moiety (SHAKESPEARE, 1987, p. 1 (Adelman, 1992, p. 105) .
Nevertheless, as we have seen above, their relation is unconsciously deeper and much more intimate, as a hard, metal alloy, which is suggested in the pun But I have, sir, a son by order of law, some year elder than this, who yet is no dearer in my account: though this knave came something saucily into the world before he was sent for, yet was his mother fair; there was good sport at his making, and the whoreson must be acknowledged (SHAKESPEARE, 1987, p. 3) It is interesting to notice that both Edmund In a period of starvation, when children routinely died, mothers were held as responsible for those deaths (Adelman, 1992, p. 04) . Since the maternal milk was considered dangerous, even noxious to the child, and pus, wet-nursing was sometimes regarded as the cause of many children's deaths (1992, p. 06). That long period of starvation created a long dependency on the maternal body, during which children were said to be subjected not only to dangers, but mainly to psychological dependency on the mother. The author states that 'the womb was traditionally understood as the entrance to death and the site of mortality' (1992, p. 06). Thus, negative views on women were normally conveyed by many analogies, which represented them tendentiously and negatively.
Moreover, wet-nursing was re-imagined by male children as abandonment. Reports from diaries and letters show that little boys imagined they had been abandoned twice: first by the mother, who gave him to a nurse, and then again by the nurse, who gave him back to his mother. Adelman states that, Wet-nursing merely gave the child two psychic sites of intense maternal deprivation rather than one: first, the original maternal rejection signaled by wet-nursing itself; and then the weaning -routinely by the application of wormwood or another bitter-tasting substance to the nipple -and abrupt separation form the nurse-mother he or she might have known for two or three years (ADELMAN, 1992, p. 05).
These actual social conditions created thus a negative perceiving about wet-nursing as something noxious and dangerous to children. However, that had not only been the main cause: the Aristotelian theory in his Genesis states the duality between male and female as a duality 'linking male with spirit or form and the female with matter, as though mortality itself were the sign of hereditary deformation by the male' (Adelman, 1992, p. 06) . Both social conditions and beliefs, as the belief that the maternal first milk was noxious, led to negative projections of the 'child's vulnerability in the body of the mother/nurse' (1992, p. 06). As one can see, social nourishing and medical birth problems created depreciatory projections on women, as though these events were something natural and were consequently taken for granted.
Those distorted ideas will be projected by the Moreover, even spontaneous abortion or miscarriage was scientifically held as the mother's responsibility, because of excessive blood, food, or even suffocation and strangulation in the mother's belly (Adelman, 1992, p. 06 Therefore, the hidden suggestions given by the words brazed, fault, smell, conceive are a sort of signifiers and over-determining motive which hover in the play, contaminating every sphere, i. e., characters, discourses, puns, silences. It leads to something related to the pre-oedipal phase, reimagined in these signifiers, metaphors, and images.
Shakespeare very cunningly uses this set of symbolic motives suggested in the language of the play in order to create its aesthetic effects, as well as to reveal the concealed inwardness of the characters. Therefore, if
Gloucester's relation with his son and wife suggests his sinister dispositions which hover in the play and contaminate its imagery, we will also see something similar in Lear's relation with his daughters, which is over-determined by Gloucester's initial mention to his sons.
FINAL REMARKS
In that sense, one might see Lear's and
Gloucester's blindness in not recognising his own failure and limits. When he refuses to accept Cordelia's nothing as the only thing she can say, not because she does not love him, but because she cannot heave her heart to her mouth, saying false words as her sisters do, Lear fails in not recognising individuation and avoidance of love: he just wants to annihilate his daughthers as objects which must idolise and flatter him. Lear's and Gloucester's first words unleash something which will hover the play as a whole, as the signifier which defines the subjects and their inwardness.
That is exactly what I will propose in my analysis. I shall start from very unique elements unperceived by some critics. As we will see, in Lear, when he says -'the shadowy forests' and 'my darker porpuse'-he introduces the signifier, which will be present in the play. The signifier in King Lear 'our darker purpose' and 'shadowy forests' functions as symbolic signs which evoke dark dimensions which lead to something hidden of the self. Cordelia's absence is another case: she disappears and thereby
Lear plays out a sort of Fort-Da fantasy: Shakespeare hides her in the play in order to create through her absence the symbolic fundamental signifier of the play, the absence of the mother figure, re-imagined in Cordelia. 6 Through these signifiers we can see what is hidden in the play, what is suggestive and emanates as a core meaning of the characters' inwardness.
They sign to all constellations of images in the plays.
When Lear utters "the shadowy forests" he is referring to something unconsciously incrusted in the psychic structure of the self, in his inwardness.
However, this reference is not only characteristic of his own self, but it hovers over the play and haunts, threatens and conceals the edges of individuation. In that sense, what Lacan defines as subjectivity is very important for this analysis: 'The subjectivity, in its origin, is of no relation with the real, but of a syntax engendered in it by the mark of the signifier.' (Lacan, 1998, p. 55) . That is to say, the absence marks and unleashes the construction of the self through the signifier of that syntax. It is in the absence of the projected idealised image which the subject thinks, through an alluring game, to be its own image. In the instant of the individuation, the splitting moment from the maternal body, the signifier marks the absence and defines the individuation of the subject and, therefore, his own inwardness.
Todos os autores declararam não haver qualquer potencial conflito de interesses referente a este artigo.
